TECH LIGHT™
LIGHTING THE INDUSTRY
ONE BAY AT A TIME
Tech Light solves your shop’s problems by giving you the amount of light you need, exactly where you need it. Other work lights can cost you a ton in electricity, leaving cords strung out in the work place, and can even be dangerous if touched. We offer three systems to fit your shop's needs.

EVERY RECHARGEABLE TECH LIGHT FEATURES:
• Slim 1” diameter to illuminate hard to reach places
• 120V AC input voltage / 60Hz
• Easy installation with no drilling
• Universal all-in-one solution

LINE LIGHT R
#FA5702 LED inspection hand lamp
Ultra slim one inch diameter and top spotlight
FEATURES:
Supplied with flexible suspension clips holder with both hook and magnet for positioning the light exactly where you need it
Additional suspension solutions available as accessories
• 180 lumen in main light operates for up to 3h
• 120 lumen in spot light operates for up to 6h
• 4 h charging time

LINE LIGHT 2
#FA5701 Dual LED column lamps
Perfect for Two-Post Lifts. Each LINE LIGHT 2 is 34” long and packed with ninety-six LEDs. Both lights have a 3’ spiral cord that stretches more than 16 feet. The lights are easy to mount, with the four magnetic mounting clips.

INCLUDES:
• (2) 96 LED light wands with 25’ cable and 20W power supply
• Magnetic junction box

LINE LIGHT 4
#FA5700 Four LED light wands
The LINE LIGHT 4 features four rigid light wands that can attach to a run-way with eight magnetic mounting clips. Kit contains more than six-hundred LEDs.

INCLUDES:
• Four 50½-56” long light wands with 154 LEDs each
• 60W power supply unit
• 16’ cable and suspensions

WATCH AND LEARN ABOUT TECH LIGHT